Major product pp43 of human cytomegalovirus U(L)112-113 gene is a transcriptional coactivator with two functionally distinct domains.
Human cytomegalovirus U(L)112-113 encodes four phosphoproteins, pp84, pp50, pp43, and pp34, with common amino-termini. A previous report by Kerry et al. (J. Virol. 70, 373-382, 1996) demonstrated that U(L)112-113 products activate U(L)54 promoter in cooperation with immediate-early (IE) proteins. In this study, we identified a domain required for transcriptional activation in the pp43 protein, which consisted of two distinct regions: domain I (amino acids 272-296) and domain II (amino acids 297-306). Domain I contained two long glycine stretches, and domain II was a short proline-containing region. Both of domains were required for IE2-dependent transcriptional activation. The pp43 mutant that had domain I but lacked domain II acted as a dominant negative mutant and suppressed most of the IE2-dependent activation, indicating the importance of coactivation by pp43 in this transcriptional activation. The major protein pp43 also weakly activated the promoter through IR1 element in a manner independent of IE2. Only domain I was required for this IE2-independent activation. These domains were common in pp84, pp50, and pp43 but did not exist in pp34, which did not activate transcription alone. These results suggest that the major product, pp43, of U(L)112-113 has two functionally distinct domains and plays an important role in mediating IE2-dependent transcriptional activation.